Schedule for virtual Marratech meeting with Stanford University on 2 October 2006.

17.0 Preparatory work in T217 Stefan, Eva

18.0 Connection via Marratech Stefan, Eva + Stanford

- Hello, welcome and make sure the Marratech is working (5-10 minutes)
- Christine Beckman from Sweden shares opening remarks about "cultural identity" (10 minutes)
- Students exchange presentations (2 minutes each x 12 students or groups = 24 minutes, plus 1-2 minutes Q/A in between +6 minutes = 30 minutes total?)
  1. Katarina Sweden
  2. Stanford first presentation: Elliot, Jeremy, Myles on America
  3. Q&A
  4. Joakim Orebro/Orebro University
  5. Stanford second presentation: Marcella and Allison on Stanford University
  6. Q&A
  7. Anna: Swedish cultural identity
  8. Stanford third presentation: Ling and Scott on American cultural identity
  9. Q&A
  10. Dennis: Swedish cultural identity
  11. Stanford fourth presentation: Andy and Chris on American cultural identity
  12. Q&A
  13. Eliska: Czech Republic, first impression of Sweden
  14. Stanford fifth presentation: Sanjana, Nikita, and Elvera on first impression of Stanford
  15. Q&A
  16. Andreas: Austria, first impression of Sweden
  17. Stanford sixth presentation: Priyata, Kashmira, and In Ho, International students, on first impression of Stanford
  18. Q&A

5 minutes break

- Students exchange feedback with each other (about 20 minutes)

  1. Feedback between Katarina and the first Stanford presentation
  2. Feedback between Joakim and the second Stanford presentation
  3. Feedback between Anna and the third Stanford presentation
  4. Feedback between Dennis and the fourth Stanford presentation
  5. Feedback between Andreas and the fifth Stanford presentation
  6. Feedback between Eliska and the sixth Stanford presentation

- Feedback on all the presentations from Brigitte, Anders, Eva, Alyssa.

19.30 Goodbye for now!!!